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TT No.8: Paul Roth - Saturday 12th August 2006; Laverstock and Ford vs Alresford 

Town; Wessex League 2; Res: 1-2; Att: 62; Entry: £1 including 36-page programme. 

Laverstock and Ford Football Club is clearly seen on the left-hand side of the train 

as it approaches Salisbury from London and is situated in Church Road, Laverstock, 

about 2 miles out of the city. I had arrived in Salisbury at 1 o'clock and enjoyed a 

couple of pints before walking out to the ground. The first sign that you are 

coming to it, apart from the appearance of the floodlight pylons, is a small sign on 

the road pointing the visitor into the ground itself. This entrance leads down 

towards a big car park to the left of the pitch and past the wonderful clubhouse 

which I entered and bought the programme for £1 (also gaining my entrance).  

The facilities inside here are superb and would put many a club higher up the 

pyramid to shame. For a start there were two real ales on handpump available, 

fresh home-made rolls adorned the serving area, a huge snooker room with 3 full 

size tables set off to one side and a massive area of comfortable seating which 

obviously acts as social venue for the small community of Laverstock. The 

programme, enclosed in a glossy green cover, was very informative and far better 

than I might have expected for a club at this level. It is a regular issue. 

The ground, "The Dell" as it is known, has perimeter railing all around, floodlights 

in each of the four corners and is in the process of having hard standing laid. There 

is a small tea hut and the smallest of covered stands which I am sure used to be 

the old dugouts when the pitch ran horizontally. The flat playing surface yesterday 

was straw coloured but that is only to be expected after the scorching Summer 

which we have endured in the South.  

The match proper was an entertaining affair with the visitors taking a first half 

lead from a shot-come-lob scored by from their number 8. Laverstock, freshly 

promoted from Division 3, equalised with the goal of the game, a low drive from 

just outside the box, which curled into the bottom corner. With 10 minutes 

remaining, Alresford popped up with the winning goal and despite frantic efforts, 

the homesters were unable to gain parity.  

This is a tremendously friendly club and their officials went out of their way to 

make me welcome yesterday. I can assure all 'Hoppers that they will be welcomed 

with open arms if you take the trouble to venture down to "The Dell".  

FGIF rating 4*   Train day = 10279 steps. 
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